EFS Opinion

They Took Away My Charitable Tax Deductions

Question:
Did they really “take away” our charitable deductions?
Answer:
No, but they doubled our standard deduction.
Although it seems as if our charitable deductions
have been “taken away,” the reality is, starting
in Tax-Year 2018, our standard deduction was
doubled to $24,000 for joint filers and $12,000 for
single filers. This is indexed to inflation and is now
$24,400/$12,200 in tax-year 2019.
Although this makes it a higher hurdle to itemize
your deductions, in lieu of taking the standard
deduction, for many people it isn’t a net loss. For
many, your charitable deductions are just “hidden”
in the higher standard deduction. This is true of
many other kinds of deductions you may have
“lost.”

At Eppolito Financial Strategies, we work
closely with our client’s CPAs and other
advisers to help apply charitable gifting
strategies.

For the Charitably Inclined Who Are Not
Taking Mandatory IRA Distributions
There are ways we can continue to both benefit society with charitable gifts and get a tax
break by having itemized deductions above the
standard deduction “hurdle amount.” Common
strategies include:
1.“Front-loading” our donations
For those of us who do not normally gift enough
in a single year to clear that standard deduction
“hurdle,” we may consider bunching donations
into a single year, so we can itemize.
*Donor Advised Funds: Front-loading also works
well using a Donor Advised Fund (DAF), as we
can make potentially large contributions and
then spread our gifts out over several years, thus
replicating our normal annual gifts.
Although the gifts are not currently required
to be directed by the donor from the fund to a
charity in the year of the donation, gifts receive a
charitable deduction for the tax year in which the
donation is made to the DAF.

2.Giving appreciated securities

Appreciated Securities: Instead of using cash, we
may be able to take advantage of gifting appreciated securities, such as stocks and mutual funds.
This strategy may serve as a tax-benefit multiplier,
as we can save in the form of capital gains and our
taxable income.
Cash: Generally, the new tax law increased our
annual deduction “potential” from 50% of Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) to 60% of our AGI, when
donating cash to a qualified charity.
If You Are Taking Mandatory Distributions from
Your IRAs
For those who’ve reached age 70 ½ and are taking Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs) from
retirement accounts a powerful strategy is to give
distributions from our retirement accounts directly
to a charity. You may “kill two birds” with one charitable contribution “stone.” How so?
Many retirees don’t need their RMDs, but must
take them and pay taxes on them annually. If you
are charitably inclined, in lieu of writing a check to
a charity, you can donate the RMD or part of the
MRD directly from your retirement account – and
avoid paying taxes on the RMD.
This is written in general terms. You’ll need to ask
your tax advisor for the specifics.
We are happy to offer a free review of your financial situation and goals. Please let us
know if this would be of interest to you.

Eppolito Financial Strategies

Important Disclosure
Financial and investment planning inherently involve potential tax and legal implications, with which we are
generally familiar. We do not, however, practice as lawyers or CPAs and cannot give specific legal or tax advice. You should always consult with your tax advisor, or your attorney, when making complicated legal or tax
decisions, however, we’re glad to work with your tax or legal professional to help you meet your financial goals.
Changes in tax laws or regulations may occur at any time and could substantially impact your situation.

Any opinions are those of Larry Eppolito and Michael Carbone as of the date of the report and are subject to
change without notice. Statistical information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its
accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed. The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for
information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or instrument or to participate in any
trading strategy. Additional information is available upon request.
*Donors are urged to consult their attorneys, accountants or tax advisors with respect to questions relating to the
deductibility of various types of contributions to a Donor-advised Fund for federal and state tax purposes.
To learn more about the potential risks and benefits of Donor Advised Funds, please contact us.

